a place for you to enjoy those special moments
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teuco bathrooms
the pleasure of feeling at home
There is a special place
that awaits you.
It stands within the walls of your home,
but its embrace knows
no boundaries.
It has no voice,
but it could tell a lot about you.
Come in.
Let everyday life slip away.
Begin a new dialogue with the shapes,
the colours and the feelings
inspired by a style that is your own,
and through your thoughts,
has become ours.
Turn every day into a small tribute to
your own desires.
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history
Untiring creativity,
a propensity for new
ideas, painstaking design,
ergonomic appeal and
choice materials: these
are the inspiring principles
of Teuco. A brand that has
continuously anticipated
trends and techniques,
a story of innovation
filled with a host
of major international
acknowledgements.
Teuco's many patents
make whirlpool history
and, in just a few years,
the brand becomes one of
the world leaders
of well-being.

1974

1994

Teuco gains in popularity when
the MoMa exhibits the Doccia
Tonda (round shower) made of
coloured methacrylate, Teuco's most
representative symbol of Italian style
applied to design and technology.

Teuco focuses on composite
materials, and on Duralight® in
particular, owing to their excellent
performance levels. In 1994, Teuco
started up its first production plant
dedicated to this material, producing
it both in slab form as well as moulds
for companies in the furniture
industry. Ever since, Teuco has had
exclusive rights to formulate and
process Duralight®.

MoMA

The Museum of Modern Art

2011
2006
When the patent for
Hydrosilence® - the
first and only truly silent
whirlpool - was registered,
many well-being
enthusiasts welcomed this
new idea of a whirlpool
which affords the sole
sound of flowing water.

2010

1995
The year the Hydrosonic® was
patented. No-one else had until
then teamed whirlpool baths with
the benefits of high frequency
sound waves.

1972
Teuco is
established
and a new
bathroom
concept takes
shape.
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1980
A few years later, the functionality and
comfort of showers and bathtubs are
significantly enhanced thanks to the
introduction of electronics.
The first Turkish bath in an enclosure
is launched.

Teuco invents the invisible
whirlpool. Hydroline is the
first patented system where
the classic nozzles have been
replaced by minimalist slits
which ensure the continuity
of the material. An elegant
styling idea which retains all
the efficiency of the best
whirlpool on the market.

2009
Rotator by Ron Arad is
exhibited at the MAK
Museum in Vienna.

Following the success of
the bathroom collection
designed by J. M.
Wilmotte, Teuco decides
to focus on the total
designer look.
This project has led to the
expansion of the range
over the years, including
the conception of the
Nauha, Paper and Outline
collections. And the
success continues.

2013
Teuco surpasses itself by
applying the exclusive Hydroline
patent to acrylic bathtubs too.
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know-how
AN ELUSIVE MATERIAL, A CONSTANTLY
EVOLVING THOUGHT.

Nothing changes more than water, nothing is more indefinable than desire.
Teuco knows that the needs of those who love to pamper themselves and recharge their
batteries in water are ever-changing.
That is why it has learned to mould shapes and technologies to turn every bathroom into
a unique, highly personal space.
Its aptitude for research has led Teuco to devise an extraordinary material such as
Duralight®, a versatile service like Unlimited, the three patented systems, Hydroline,
Hydrosilence®, Hydrosonic® and the first Turkish bath in an enclosure.
So Teuco does not merely stand for beauty and design, but most of all for flexibility,
innovation and safety. To cater to the needs of those who want the most from water.

HYDROLINE / 8
HYDROSILENCE / 14

TURKISH BATH

HYDROSONIC / 16
DURALIGHT & UNLIMITED / 18
TURKISH BATH / 22
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know-how

TECHNOLOGY CONCEALED
WITHIN BEAUTY.
Teuco has invented the invisible whirlpool.
Hydroline is the first patented system where
the classic nozzles have been replaced by
minimalist slits which ensure the continuity of
the material.
These ultra-thin slits, which feature the
signature trait of Giovanna Talocci, offer a
cutting-edge Cromoexperience system, since
they are backlit by beams of light which can
be adjusted in eight different colours.

user free rotation

know-how

The nozzles can swivel to direct the massage towards
specific parts of the body.

The Hydroline whirlpool stands out for:
- 400 grams of pressure per nozzle, which is tantamount to a professional hand massage;
- Hydro Clean System, in other words the hermetic sealing of suction and jets when
the whirlpool is not in operation. The cleanliness of the circuit is also ensured when
the bathtub is used without the whirlpool. It is patented by Teuco.
- Automatic sanitising, the system which introduces a sanitising solution into the system and
disinfects the pump, the jets and the surface of the bathtub.
Supplied as standard on all whirlpool systems.
Hydroline is a styling intuition that affords maximum whirlpool efficiency thanks to Teuco's
experience and research expertise.

know-how

TEUCO SURPASSES ITSELF.
Teuco has invented Hydroline, the invisible whirlpool.
A revolutionary idea which is not only available on products
in Duralight®, the innovative composite material produced by
Teuco, but also on acrylic bathtubs.

10
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Hydroline Hydrosonic®
8 whirlpool jets + 6 ultrasound jets, all flush-fit. Hydrosonic® makes the massage penetrate
beneath the skin, so your whole body can benefit from it. Thanks to the effect of ultrasound
teamed with the whirlpool, it encourages lymphatic drainage, thus preventing the formation
of metabolites (one of the causes of cellulite), speeds up muscle recovery after exercise,
improves cellular metabolism. Intense and profound benefits for the body and total
relaxation for the mind thanks to the built-in Cromoexperience, which lights up the bathtub's
14 jets in your favourite colour, for an experience that involves all your senses. Hydroline
Hydrosonic® is always Hydrosilence®.

know-how

Cromoexperience
Hydroline is particularly appealing for its exceptional combination of innovation and design.
This harmony is expressed at its very best in the innovative Cromoexperience system.
The ultra-thin slits in the whirlpool bath light up with beams of light which can be adjusted
in eight different colours. The bright colours of the rainbow therefore allow you to enjoy
moments of relaxation while you re-discover your inner self.

red

orange

yellow

green

blue

pink

purple

white

Pictured: Wilmotte bathtub with Hydroline

know-how

A HOST OF SOLUTIONS,
ALL FEATURING HYDROLINE.
Hydroline allows you to pick your favourite massage owing to the wide choice of
configurations available, which can all be combined with Cromoexperience.

Hydroline Basic
6 flush-fit jets that guarantee the beneficial effects of the best Teuco whirlpool.
Styling and functionality have reached the best partnership ever.

Hydroline Hydrosilence®
8 flush-fit jets providing the pleasure of a whirlpool with only the sound of flowing
water.
Noise emissions are reduced by 70%, for total relaxation.
Hydrosilence® eliminates all artificial noise generated by the system along with all
vibrations, so you can even pamper yourselves in the evening or at night, without
disturbing anyone. Silent does not mean less powerful.
On the contrary, Hydrosilence® is even more efficient thanks to “myhydro”, a
function that allows you to control the intensity of the massage by adjusting the
quantity of water in the jet, and the quantity of air in proportion. All this also makes
for lower energy consumption.
12
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know-how

®

Hydrosilence® is an exclusive Teuco patent.

know-how

®

WELL-BEING IS EXPRESSED
IN SILENCE.
25 DBA

/

70%
LESS NOISE

Just a little more than rustling leaves, a whisper, a light breeze.
With Hydrosilence®, the only sound the whirlpool makes is that of flowing water
(test performed in compliance with DIN 4109).
Hydrosilence® eliminates all artificial noise at source: the sound emissions in the tub
are reduced by 70% compared to regular whirlpool systems.
The tub makes no noise and does not vibrate, for comfort without compromise, not
just for you, but also for those around you: no nuisance in the evening or at night.
Thanks to the “myhydro” function, the intensity can be changed by adjusting the

ADJUSTABLE
quantity of water in the jet, and the quantity of air in proportion.
INTENSITY

The perfect balance of water and air, for a more effective result.

25 dbA, like the rustling of paper: Teuco's silence is certified by the FRAUNHOFER
INSTITUT in Stuttgart.
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know-how

HYDROSONIC®
IS ALSO HYDROLINE.
Hydroline on acrylic bathtubs is a revolution, but it's not the only one.
Hydroline is now also Hydrosonic®: the minimalist design of the flush-fit
nozzles is completed by all the efficiency of an ultrasound whirlpool.
Hydrosonic® is a project by Teuco which is unique across the globe, ensuing
from years of studies and research, ongoing honing and scrupulous testing.

With its 4 massage programmes, Hydrosonic®
can meet your every need:
> beauty, as an anti-cellulite treatment;
> after-sport, to stretch your muscles;
> anti-stress, for moments of pure relaxation;
> tone-up, to boost your metabolism.

hydrosilence

know-how

TRUE BEAUTY IS NEVER
ONLY SKIN DEEP.
THE ONLY WHIRLPOOL IN THE WORLD
WITH ULTRASOUND.
Thanks to the effect of ultrasound teamed with the whirlpool,
Hydrosonic® makes the massage penetrate beneath the skin, affecting
your whole body. A deep and intense treatment, for total well-being.
Hydrosonic® reaches far beyond traditional whirlpools because its
ultrasound waves can even stimulate individual body cells. The result is
an even massage over your whole body, intense and deep, up to 2/3 cm
below the epidermis.

®
16

Hydrosonic® is an exclusive Teuco patent
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know-how

A FAR-REACHING STORY.

Duralight® is an innovative acrylic-based
composite material, patented by Teuco.
Its special characteristics are due solely to
the brand's research and precious knowhow of new materials. The Duralight®
formula is unique, just like the technologies
which Teuco uses to process it. It is ideal
for creative uses, innovative designs and
applications which stand the test of time, in
residential and commercial environments,
from hotels to shops, yachts and airports.
Teuco produces Duralight® in-house: it can
therefore work it with patented processing
technologies, including traditional methods.
This enables the implementation of the best
design solutions at all times, with the ability
to choose complex forms, large objects and
curved forms without joints, considerable
thicknesses without adhesive, and customised
products and installations.

know-how

DURALIGHT®:
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND STRENGTHS.
Surprising to the touch. Its warm tactile sensation enhances the
pleasure of contact with water.
Visually appealing. The fluid, joint-free forms are eye-catching.
Long-lasting. Unfading colour under both natural and artificial light.

Bespoke products customised down to the
nearest centimetre, including out-of-square.

Non-toxic. When exposed to normal temperatures, it does not release
fumes.
Hygienic and easy to clean. Compact and non-porous across its
entire thickness, it is resistant to external agents and is therefore easy
to clean.
Good as new right away. The surfaces can be restored to mint
condition by using a delicate abrasive detergent and an abrasive sponge.

know-how

REVOLUTIONISING THE WORLD
OF SOLID SURFACE MATERIALS.
Duralight® - an acrylic-based composite material - patented, produced and processed
entirely by Teuco, combines superior performance with luxurious styling appeal.
Contact with Duralight® affords unexpected sensations, owing to its "warmth", like
natural stone, conveyed by the smooth, continuous surfaces.
A material devised to accommodate the desire to turn the bathroom into a highly
personalised setting and to create products that blend in seamlessly with any décor.
Unlimited makes it possible to invent precision-engineered bespoke products, including
out of square. But that's not all. It means creating without restrictions on form and
function, stepping away from the logic of mere utility and stepping into the sphere of
desire.

®
20

Duralight® is an exclusive Teuco patent.
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POWER AND TEMPERATURE
The research performed by Teuco has led to three different systems
designed to suit all shower enclosure dimensions.
The power rating of between 2.5 and 5.5 kW makes it possible to
ensure an optimal temperature (of between 45 and 50 °C) at all
times and a large quantity of steam (100%). But that's not all. As part
of its Spa@home offering, Teuco also offers Pasha, a steam room
which can be configured in any size, thanks to the possibility of
managing power ratings of up to 36kW.
Pasha allows you to have a genuine spa in your own home. Thanks
to the air recirculation system, a fan extracts the warm air and
releases it continuously in a downwards direction: this makes sure
the temperature remains uniform throughout the entire treatment.

know-how
THE TURKISH
BATH

AN ENJOYABLE, RELAXING AND BENEFICIAL RITUAL
Teuco Turkish baths not only afford moments of relaxation, but also
beneficial effects for the appearance of your skin and the health of
your respiratory tract. Aromas and essential oils can be added to the
steam, thus stimulating your sense of smell too.

CROMOEXPERIENCE
A lighting system is also available, which teams the steam or water
massages with an experience that regenerates body and mind.

know-how

THE TURKISH BATH
A GREAT IDEA BY TEUCO,
FOR THIRTY YEARS.
The first ever company to bring steam into a shower
enclosure thanks to electronics, Teuco's know-how is
constantly being honed. Teuco creates and patents exclusive
solutions which observe the principles of heat therapy, of the
Turkish bath and in a logic that focuses on saving energy.

The Turkish bath in a shower enclosure, a world exclusive
by Teuco, is further enhanced by a complete range of
Cromoexperience solutions and Bluetooth.

22
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collections
WHEN AN IDEA GIVES RISE TO A ROOM

Teuco inaugurates a brand new comprehensive range by imagining the “total look”
of your bathroom. A matching suite designed by the same hand, devised to blend
in with any setting thanks to the flexibility of the solutions available.
Doing away with individual bathroom fixtures and focusing on a strong styling
identity that steps away from mere functionality to satisfy all the senses.
Hence the development of significant collections: Suit by Matteo Nunziati,
Outline by Carlo Colombo, Paper by Giovanna Talocci, Wilmotte by J.M. Wilmotte,
and Nauha designed by Angeletti-Ruzza.

SUIT / 26
OUTLINE / 32
PAPER / 38
WILMOTTE / 42
NAUHA / 48
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collections
SUIT
matteo nunziati DESIGN
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collections
SUIT
matteo nunziati DESIGN

WASH BASINS
The squared shapes of the exterior of the basin soften
towards the inside, which is embellished by a drain that runs
along the entire base of the basin. Made of Duralight®, the
wash basin is enhanced by a Vanity Shelf which can be used
as a practical extra surface to store soap and toiletries.
60x50 cm / 80x50 cm / 100x50 cm / 120x50 cm / 140x50 cm

collections

SUIT
THE OVERALL
EFFECT: PURE ELEGANCE.
The result of an innovative project by Matteo Nunziati, Suit
draws its inspiration from the great tradition of Italian design
and is devised to offer elegant, flexible and trendy solutions.
The collection includes wash basins and shower trays which
are perfect for any bathroom décor because they are made
entirely of Duralight®. Suit also features a vanity cabinet
featuring edges cut at a 45° angle, to emphasise and enhance
the appeal of the wash basins in the collection, along with a
mirror, which is available in various sizes.
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collections
SUIT
matteo nunziati DESIGN

SHOWER TRAYS
The shower tray, with its minimalist design and clean-cut
geometries, affords unexpected sensations to the touch.
Thanks to the exclusive Unlimited service and to Duralight®,
the material used to produce it, it can be customised to the
nearest centimetre, including out-of-square.
from 90x70 to 200x100 cm

collections

SUIT
FURNITURE
Suit furniture accommodates the styling and
functionality requirements of the contemporary
bathroom.
It is available in several colours, and it stands out
for its beguiling appeal and elegance in the wood
finishes (the new Hickory walnut and the 3 shades
of oak). The 45° cut edges enhance the appeal of
its design, making the Suit cabinet a unique piece of
furniture.
Practical and sturdy, it comprises drawers fitted with
a soft-closing mechanism and built-in high-quality
shock absorber. The cabinet was designed to house
the Suit wash basin, but it is also the perfect partner
for all the other Duralight® and ceramic wash basins
in Teuco's collection.
60x50 cm / 80x50 cm / 100x50 cm / 120x50 cm /
140x50 cm
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collections
OUTLINE
carlo colombo DESIGN
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collections
OUTLINE
carlo colombo DESIGN

collections

OUTLINE
THE CHARM
OF IRREGULARITY
The light and dynamic balances which
distinguish the collection designed by Carlo
Colombo renovate the styling of the bathroom
with a surprising new design. The rectangular
bathtub, made entirely of Duralight®, affords
unique sensations thanks to Hydroline, the
first ever invisible whirlpool. Its minimalist
and elegant backlit slits also afford a relaxing
coloured effect.
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BATHTUBS

WASH BASINS

Available in a generous six different sizes and in over thirty different
panel colour solutions, the Outline bathtub embodies in the best
possible way the charm of Duralight, the elegance of Hydroline
and the relaxing well-being of Hydrosilence and Cromoexperience.

The wash basins feature pure and harmonious shapes, which
blend in perfectly with the collection, devised to renovate the
look of any bathroom. Available in both the flush-fit and the
sit-on versions. In the photo: flush-fit wash basin.

from 178x79 to 200x80 cm

89x47 / 89x53 / 74x47 / 74x53 cm
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collections
OUTLINE
carlo colombo DESIGN

collections

OUTLINE
DESIGNED TO
AFFORD UNIQUE
SENSATIONS.
The asymmetrical edges in the
collection enhance the beauty of every
component, from the shower trays to
the sanitary fixtures, as well as the wash
basins, which are also available in the
flush-fit version. The irregularity of the
material is therefore enhanced by an
apparently casual movement which
recalls flowing water.
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SHOWER TRAYS

SANITARY FIXTURES

The shower tray features a brand new beguiling design, an original
solution to cover the drain and the exclusive finished floor installation
technology. Thanks to the Unlimited service, an unlimited range of
bespoke solutions customised to the nearest centimetre is available.

The sanitary fixtures, with their light and dynamic equilibriums,
feature all the charm of Outline's design. They are available in both
the glossy and matt versions for a matt finish that matches all the
other Duralight® fixtures in the collection.
Back-to-wall Toilet and Bidet: 53x39x42 cm
Wall-mounted Toilet and Bidet: 53x39x30 cm
37

from 100x70 to 200x100 cm

collections
PAPER
giovanna talocci DESIGN
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collections
PAPER
giovanna talocci DESIGN

WASH BASINS

SHOWER TRAYS

Wash basins that frame the water with style.
Available in the sit-on version on cabinets,
and Duralight® shelves.

The collection now also features a shower tray:
another precious product which matches the rest
of the collection perfectly and offers the exclusive
finished floor installation technology.

60x45cm / 80x45 cm

from 85x70 to 200x100 cm

collections

PAPER
THE MEETING
PLACE BETWEEN
ELEGANCE AND
WELL-BEING.
Those who appreciate clean-cut,
elemental outlines will fall in love with
Paper, the collection made entirely of
Duralight® designed to accommodate all
your furnishing requirements. The entire
collection benefits from the exclusive
Unlimited service, for precision-engineered
bespoke solutions.
from 168x64 cm to 210x110 cm
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collections
WILMOTTE
j.m. wilmotte DESIGN
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collections
WILMOTTE
j.m. wilmotte DESIGN

collections

WILMOTTE
A CHOICE
OF PERFECT
HARMONY.
Distinguished by an elegant chromed
plaque, the distinguishing trait of the entire
collection, Wilmotte stands for simplicity
and delicacy, for a bathroom which is both
minimalist and welcoming.
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BATHTUBS

WASH BASINS

The Wilmotte bathtub stands out for its pureness and
elegant details, which incorporate the new Hydroline
whirlpool system perfectly.

Conforming to UNI EN 14688, Wilmotte wash basins stand
out for their clean-cut and geometrical outlines and for the
unmistakable chromed plaque which is included in every
product in the collection.

160x70 cm / 170x70 cm / 170x75 cm
180x80 cm / 190x90 cm

60x47 / 80x47 / 100x47 cm
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collections
WILMOTTE
j.m. wilmotte DESIGN

collections

WILMOTTE
BALANCING
SHAPES.
Shower trays and bathtubs, wash basins and
sanitary fixtures, affording endless configuration
versions and equipment possibilities,
from the simplest to the most refined,
for a project where each individual design
retains a constant balance of all the elements.
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SHOWER TRAYS

SANITARY FIXTURES

Available either flush with the floor or above it, it also comes
with the SpeedOut drain, which guarantees high flow rates.

A design that will stand the test of time, remaining modern and
trendy. Available in both the back-to-wall and wall-mounted
versions (conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).
Back-to-wall Toilet and Bidet: 55x36x42 cm
Wall-mounted Toilet and Bidet: 55x36x30 cm
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collections
NAUHA
angeletti - ruzza DESIGN

48
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collections
NAUHA
angeletti - ruzza DESIGN

WASH BASINS

SANITARY FIXTURES

The wash basins are available in both the sit-on and
wall-mounted versions, with an unmistakable silhouette
which perfectly matches the other items in the collection
(conforming to UNI EN 14688).

The volumes of the sanitary fixtures, in the
wall-mounted version, recall the strong personality
of the collection (conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN
14528).

60 and 80 cm

Toilet: 57x36x30 cm Bidet: 56x37x26 cm

collections

NAUHA
THE SOFT
BOUNDARY
BETWEEN MATERIAL
AND EMOTIONS.
Nauha, meaning “ribbon” in Finnish, expresses
all the harmony and balance of shapes
focusing on well-being with its romantic
charm. This idea brings a lightness of touch
that runs through the entire collection.
The acrylic bathtub enhances the beauty
and quality of the material.
170x70 / 170x75 / 180x80 cm
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products
BATHTUBS / 54
SHOWERS / 90
SHOWER TRAYS / 116
COMBI UNITS / 128
FURNITURE / 142
WASH BASINS AND SANITARY FIXTURES / 154
TAPS / 166
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products
BATHTUBS

THE PERFECT BLEND OF
FORM AND SUBSTANCE.
In every Teuco bathtub, appealing design is
teamed with a focus on relaxation and fitness,
while creativity is teamed with efficiency.
Both the acrylic and Duralight® bathtubs,
which are available with or without whirlpool,
are highly modular to create your ideal interior
décor. Choose the bathtub that best suits
your needs.

54
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bathtubs
OUTLINE
carlo colmbo DESIGN

Thanks to its charming irregular silhouette and its exclusive
flush-fit nozzles, the Outline bathtub, designed by Carlo
Colombo, has been awarded two of the most prestigious
design awards: the RED DOT DESIGN AWARD 2012 and the
Interior Innovation Award 2013.
56
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

hydroline

OUTLINE

hydrosilence

cromoexperience

OUTLINE
carlo colmbo DESIGN

The rectangular Outline bathtub enhances the beauty
of irregularity with its asymmetrical edges: an apparently
casual movement which recalls flowing water. Outline offers
unprecedented feelings of relaxation and well-being thanks to
the version with Hydroline, the first ever invisible whirlpool.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

S20

178x79

S21

180x80

S22

180x90

S23

180x100

S24

190x80

S25

200x80

BATHTUB HEIGHT
59 CM

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN WOOD FINISH OR LACQUERED IN 32 COLOURS*

*find out the whole range on page 172

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 156
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SHOWER TRAYS PAGE 120

SANITARY FIXTURES PAGE 162
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bathtubs
PAPER
giovanna talocci DESIGN

The innovative originality of Talocci's design for the Paper
bathtub with Hydroline was acknowledged by the Industrial
Design Association in its prestigious publication,
the ADI Design Index 2011.
60
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

PAPER

hydroline

hydrosilence

PAPER

cromoexperience

giovanna talocci DESIGN

Paper was the first solid surface material bathtub to be fitted
with the Hydroline whirlpool. A world exclusive by Teuco, which
teams high technology with the minimalist design by Giovanna
Talocci. Her flair for turning the nozzles into simple slits gives
the tub great style, enhanced by the multi-sensory pleasure of
Cromoexperience.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

CODE

CM

T40
T41
T42
T43
T44
T45
T50
T51
T52
T53
T54
T57
T58

168x64
170x70
170x80
170x90
180x70
190x70
178x70
180x80
180x90
180x100
190x80
200x80
200x90

T70
T71
T72
T73
T74

188x80
190x90
190x100
200x100
210x110

BATHTUB HEIGHT
59 CM

BATHTUB HEIGHT
62.5 CM

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN WOOD FINISH OR LACQUERED IN 32 COLOURS*

*find out the whole range on page 172

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 159
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SHOWER TRAYS PAGE 122
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

FEEL

FEEL

giovanna talocci DESIGN

An oval free-standing bathtub available in two versions, each with
its own unmistakable personality, T10 and T11. Affording the charm
of contemporary sculptures, capable of emphasising the amazing
potential of the material, combining elegant design with the feeling
of natural stone. The Feel bathtub in Duralight, designed by Giovanna
Talocci, is also available in the built-in undermount version.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

T10

190x120

T11

180x100

bathtub height
54.5 CM
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

VIEW

VIEW

fabio lenci DESIGN

A perfect blend of shapes and transparency.
The beguiling appeal of Duralight® in this bathtub, designed by Fabio
Lenci, merges with the glass that runs along the entire front of the tub.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

T21

141x141

bathtub height
60 CM
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bathtubs
T07 SEASIDE
giovanna talocci DESIGN
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

T07 SEASIDE

T07 SEASIDE

cromoexperience

giovanna talocci DESIGN

The Seaside T07, designed by Giovanna Talocci, is the very first
bathtub for the living room. The jet blower bubbles generate
natural emotions. Mood lighting, a waterfall and soft cushions
complete the experience of total relaxation.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING
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CODE

CM

T07

215x200

71

bathtubs
T08 SEASIDE
giovanna talocci DESIGN

Seaside T08 Hydroline is an exclusive oasis of relaxation designed by Giovanna
Talocci. It is a product with a strikingly simple design and generous proportions
which ensures the utmost versatility of the well-being functions.
The version with Hydroline has won both the Interior Innovation Award as well
as the prestigious IF Design Award.
72
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

T08 SEASIDE

hydroline

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

T08 SEASIDE
giovanna talocci DESIGN

Giovanna Talocci designs the striking yet simple design of Seaside for the bathroom,
a generously proportioned bathtub which conceals some clever features, such as the water
blade outlet and the concealed taps. The well-being functions make for total versatility, to ply the
tub to suit your comfort requirements.
The bathtub is available in the version without whirlpool or with the extraordinary Hydroline
know-how, the invisible whirlpool where ultra-thin minimalist slits replace the classic jet nozzles.
Hydroline is also Hydrosonic®, the effects of which are profound, thanks to the combined effect
of the ultrasound. In addition, with Cromoexperience, the water lights up with the colours of the
rainbow. Seaside with Hydroline blends in seamlessly with your relaxation.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

T08

190x150

bathtub height
60 CM

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN WOOD FINISH OR COVERABLE

74

75

bathtubs
DIVINA
carlo colombo DESIGN

76

77

bathtubs
products / bathtubs

DIVINA

DIVINA

cromoexperience

carlo colombo DESIGN

Available in six different sizes, Divina is a bathtub with a profoundly
feminine soul and a great personality.
Indeed, its soft and welcoming interior blends in perfectly with
the asymmetrical look of the edges.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

590

152x81.5

591

160x70

592

170x70

bathtub height
56.5 CM

593

180x80

595

180x110

bathtub height
58 CM

594

190x90

bathtub height
64.5 CM

COVERABLE PANEL CUSTOMISATION

78

79

bathtubs
products / bathtubs

hydroline

WILMOTTE

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

WILMOTTE
j.m. wilmotte DESIGN

The star of a collection offering endless configuration possibilities
and optionals, the Wilmotte bathtub stands out for its pureness and
elegance. The chromed plaque - the distinguishing trait of the entire
collection - makes for immediate recognition.
The clean-cut and geometrical outline of Wilmotte is completed to
perfection with the new Hydroline whirlpool.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

560

160x70

561

170x70

562

170x75

bathtubs height
56 CM

563

180x80

bathtubs height
58 CM

564

190x90

bathtubs height
64.5 CM

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN WOOD FINISH OR COVERABLE

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 160

80

SHOWER TRAYS PAGE 126

SANITARY FIXTURES PAGE 164
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bathtubs
products / bathtubs

NAUHA

hydroline

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

NAUHA
angeletti-ruzza DESIGN

The acrylic bathtub plays the starring role of the collection, enhancing
the beauty and quality of the material. Its soft and harmonious shapes
endow it with a charming style, while the Hydrosonic® or Hydrosilence®
whirlpool affords feelings of genuine relaxation.
Now with the addition of the new Hydroline whirlpool, the tub turns into
a haven dedicated entirely to your well-being.
The Nauha bathtub is designed by angeletti-ruzza design.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

581

170x70

582

170x75

bathtub height
57 CM

583

180x80

bathtub height
60 CM

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 161

82

SANITARY FIXTURES PAGE 165

83

products / bathtubs

NEARIA

84

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

products / bathtubs

ARMONYA

It stands out for its elegant design and the asymmetrical shape of
the bathtub rim. It can be embellished with a stylish shaped glass
or Duralight® top. To blend in seamlessly with the bathroom décor,
panels in several wood finishes and colours are available.

The comfortable headrest and the availability of this acrylic bathtub
with Hydrosonic® or Hydrosilence® make it the ideal place
to succumb to the pleasure of total relaxation.
Designed by angeletti-ruzza.

180x80 / 190x90 cm

170x70-80 / 180x80-90 cm

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

85

products / bathtubs

NAOS
Designed by Giovanna Talocci, this round built-in recessed bathtub
is also suitable for two. The taps are concealed beneath the covered
hatch to retain its stylish, clean appearance.

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

products / bathtubs

NOOVALIS

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

A welcoming free-standing bathtub with a soft silhouette, designed by
Frog design. The grey double backrest is supplied as standard.
190x90 cm

170 cm Ø

86

87

products / bathtubs

AVENESS
Designed by Frog design, this bathtub features rounded shapes and
perfect ergonomic design along with a comfortable built-in seat.
150x150 cm

88

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

products / bathtubs

CORALYA

hydrosilence

hydrosonic

cromoexperience

bluetooth

Its corner shape makes this acrylic bathtub by angeletti-ruzza design
especially appealing. The enjoyable whirlpool experience is enhanced
by Hydrosonic® and Hydrosilence®.
140x140 cm

89

products
SHOWERS

A REVOLUTIONARY IDEA
FOR TOTAL RELAXATION.
Relaxing is a pleasure with Teuco showers.
Comfortable, functional and featuring truly
appealing styling, they feature the most
sophisticated technology to ensure a practical
and immediate use of steam, an ancient,
natural source of well-being.
You can create a custom-made shower
enclosure to suit your needs, adapting the
shape and size to the available space and
matching trays, shower doors and equipped
shower panels to your liking.

90

91

showers
products / showers

LIGHT

cromoexperience

LIGHT

bluetooth

fabio lenci DESIGN

The Light shower enclosure, designed by Fabio Lenci. It appeals for its
lightness, pure shapes and modularity, thanks to the use of Duralight®
and glass. The roof creates a protective effect which retains all the steam
inside the enclosure. The magical effect is completed by the perimeter
mood lighting and the LED illuminated central shower head.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING
CORNER VERSION: SLIDING DOOR

CM

120x80
120x90
120x100
130x80
130x90
130x100
140x80
140x90
140x100
150x80
150x90
150x100
160x90
160x100

RECESSED VERSION: SLIDING DOOR

THE LIGHT SHOWER PANEL, FOR A PROPER STEAM ROOM.

92

The Light shower panel was designed to match the Light shower enclosure as well as all home spa projects, thanks to the steam outlet and
to the built-in taps. A genuine object of well-being, it stands out for its pure shapes thanks to the use of Duralight®. The exclusive shower
panel is brimming with precious details, teamed with its beguiling texture: from the 3 sections of massaging water consisting of small holes
in the panel itself, through to the backlit touch controls. Available with different power ratings, the Light shower panel ensures an optimal
temperature at all times, along with a large quantity of steam. Thanks to the air recirculation system, the temperature remains uniform
throughout the entire treatment, for a genuine beauty ritual.

93

showers
LIGHT
fabio lenci DESIGN

94

95

showers
products / showers

CHAPEAU!

cromoexperience

CHAPEAU!

bluetooth

angeletti-ruzza DESIGN

The first ever shower not to force you to choose between styling and comfort: no heat is
lost, and the steam stays inside the enclosure. It adapts to any requirements owing to its
extreme modularity. You can pick your Chapeau! and decide to use the shower tray or not,
and to equip it with standard taps or instead with the equipped shower panel, either simple
or with a built-in sauna. If you enjoy a Turkish bath, accessorise Chapeau! with the shower
panel with a built-in sauna for an enjoyable, relaxing and beneficial ritual.
Available in versions with sliding door and with hinged door, both recessed and corner.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING
HINGED DOOR

CM

100x75
100x80
120x80
120x90
140x80
140x90

SLIDING DOOR

AN OASIS OF RELAXATION.
Shower panel with steam outlet designed to be teamed with the Chapeau! shower for an enjoyable,
relaxing and beneficial ritual for both body and mind. Also available without the steam outlet (P548).
All by angeletti-ruzza design.

96
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showers
CHAPEAU!
angeletti-ruzza DESIGN

Pictured: Corner Chapeau! shower, installed flush with the floor, with hinged door.

98

Pictured: Recessed Chapeau! shower, with flush-fit shower tray and hinged door.

99

showers
products / showers

RELOADED

cromoexperience

RELOADED

bluetooth

angeletti-ruzza DESIGN

Reloaded is Teuco's new shower enclosure, which is available both with
standard taps or teamed with the shower panel featuring a built-in Turkish
bath. Complete with acrylic shower tray, the shower wall panels are
covered either in extra clear white or powder blue glass.
It incorporates perimeter mood lighting and the Bluetooth system.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING
HINGED DOOR

CM

100x80
120x80
120x90
140x90

SLIDING DOOR

100

101

products
RELOADED
angeletti-ruzza DESIGN

Pictured: Reloaded shower enclosure with hinged door, powder blue glass, thermostatic mixer tap
and shower rail.

102

Pictured: Reloaded shower enclosure with sliding door, extra clear white glass and multifunction
shower panel with Turkish bath.

103

products / showers

156 NEXT

+

cromoexperience

The Next+ shower enclosure range, designed by Gioacchini design, sees
transparency as the distinguishing feature, thanks to the wide glass wall
panels, post-less frame and transparent seals. Despite its smaller size, the
Next+ 156 offers maximum freedom of movement. In addition, its corner
shape means it can be installed in any bathroom.

bluetooth

products / showers

157 NEXT

+

cromoexperience

bluetooth

Like the corner version, the rectangular version of the Next+ shower
enclosure range emphasises the light design by Gioacchini design.
Glass wall panels, a post-less frame and transparent seals make it perfect
for those who appreciate fully functional spaces.
112x66.5-80 cm

90x90 cm

104

105

showers
products / showers

ENDLESS

ENDLESS
A shower door designed to accommodate all
dimensional requirements. The length and
width of the shower tray and wall panels vary
depending on your requirements. Available in
versions with fixed glass panel, hinged door
and sliding door, it is the ideal solution to
make your every dream come true.
- Clean glass
- 8 mm thick tempered glass

Pictured: Endless shower with FIXED FRONT GLASS PANEL

106
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showers
ENDLESS

Pictured: Endless corner shower with hinged door.

108

Pictured: Endless recessed shower with sliding door.

109

showers
MOVING

110

111

showers
products / showers

MOVING

MOVING
Modular to suit your specific space requirements, the Moving sliding
shower doors, designed by Werner Scholpp design, are available in the
recessed and corner versions.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING
CORNER VERSION
2 SLIDING DOORS

CM

FIXED SIDE PANEL

CM

1 SLIDING DOOR
- LEFT OR RIGHT

CM

75

75

100

80

80

120

90

90

140

RECESSED VERSION
1 SLIDING DOOR
- LEFT OR RIGHT

CM

100
120
140

Moving recessed shower with sliding door.

112

113

showers
products / showers

CLAP

CLAP
The glass panels used in this hinged shower door, by Werner Scholpp
design, are modular and are also available in the recessed and curved
corner versions. The exclusive Clean Glass system prevents
any limescale deposits.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

2 HINGED DOORS

CM

FIXED SIDE PANEL

CM

1 HINGED DOOR
- LEFT OR RIGHT HINGE

CM

70

70

75

75

75

80

80

80

90

90

90

100

100

100

120
140
160

RECESSED VERSION
1 HINGED DOOR
- LEFT OR RIGHT HINGE

ROUND CORNER
CM

75

2 HINGED DOORS

CM

90

80
90
100
120
140
160

114

115

products
SHOWER TRAYS

A BASE FOR
EVERY PROJECT.
Teuco shower trays are designed in acrylic
and in Duralight® and they blend in seamlessly
with any bathroom décor.

116

117

shower trays
products / shower trays

SUIT

SUIT

matteo nunziati DESIGN

The Suit shower tray, with its minimalist design and clean-cut geometries,
affords unexpected sensations to the touch. Thanks to Duralight®,
the material used to produce it, it can be customised to the nearest
centimetre, including out-of-square.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CM

from 90x70
to 200x100

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 158

118

FURNITURE PAGE 150

119

shower trays
products / shower trays

OUTLINE

OUTLINE

carlo colombo DESIGN

The shower tray designed by Carlo Colombo features a brand new
beguiling design, an original solution to cover the drain and the exclusive
finished floor installation technology.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CM

from 100x70
to 200x100cm

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

BATHTUBS PAGE 56

120

WASH BASINS PAGE 156

SANITARY FIXTURES PAGE 162

121

shower trays
products / shower trays

PAPER

PAPER

giovanna talocci DESIGN

The Paper shower tray, designed by Giovanna Talocci, is yet another
impeccable product which matches the rest of the collection perfectly
and offers the exclusive finished floor installation technology.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CM

from 85x70
to 200x100

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

bathtubs PAGE 60

122

wash basins PAGE 159

123

shower trays
products / shower trays

PERSPECTIVE

PERSPECTIVE
The Perspective shower tray is available in square, rectangular and curved
corner shapes, all with the exclusive finished floor installation technology.
All designed by Werner Scholpp design.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

NT01

80x80

NT03

90x90

SQUARE

RECTANGULAR
NT16

90x70

NT02

90x75

NT15

100x70

NT05

100x75

NT14

100x80

NT13

120x70

NT06

120x75

NT12

120x80

NT11

120x90

NT07

140x75

NT08

140x90

NT09

160x75

NT10

160x90
round corner

NT04

124

90x90

125

shower trays
products / shower trays

WILMOTTE

WILMOTTE

j.m.wilmotte DESIGN

Available either flush with the floor or above it, it also comes with the
SpeedOut drain, which guarantees high flow rates.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

NT51

80x80

NT53

90x90

SQUARE

RECTANGULAR
NT52

90x70

NT60

100x70

NT55

100x80

NT61

120x70

NT56

120x80

NT64

120x90

NT62

140x70

NT57

140x80

NT65

140x90

NT63

160x70

NT58

160x80

NT66

160x90

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

bathtubs PAGE 80

126

wash basins PAGE 160

SANITARY fixtures 164

127

products
combi units

THE BEST,
FOR ALL.
Teuco combi units generously cater to the
needs of children, adults and the elderly.
Everyone can enjoy them as either a bathtub
or a shower as they are easy, safe and
comfortable to use, thanks to painstakingly
studied ergonomics. The styling is always in
the forefront, in every solution. Choose the
combi unit that best suits your needs.

128

129

COMBI UNITS
DETAILS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Easier access through the
wide door.

Functional shower
enclosure.

Getting into Teuco combi units is easy and safe, thanks to
the full-height door which makes it easier to get into the
bath without having to climb over the side. The step is just
13 cm high. Safe use is further guaranteed by the wallmounted hand rail.

There is nothing better than a comfortable and
practical shower space to give your energy
levels a boost every day.

Long-lever access handle:
minimum effort,
maximum safety.

Comfortable and
relaxing bathtub.
Pampering yourselves while relaxing and
recuperating in a bathtub is pure pleasure,
especially when the experience is further
enhanced by Teuco's silent whirlpool; 25 dBA
to enjoy the only sound of flowing water,
certified by the Fraunhofer Institut.

To grant easy access to everyone, the door opens inwards
with a long-lever handle that requires minimum effort.
Ensuring total safety: to prevent the door from being
opened accidentally, the handle comes with a mechanical
latch that can be opened from both the inside and the
outside. Guaranteed against water leaks, thanks to the seal
around the entire access perimeter.

Seats.
Combi units can also be used whilst seated, making them
even more practical and safe.
Model 383 features a built-in seat, whereas rectangular
models 382, 384 and 385 feature a removable seat.
Safe use is further guaranteed by the wall-mounted hand rail.

130

Easy to use.
Practical from any point of view:
as their ergonomic design makes them easy to use for the
person inside and an assistant outside, where present.

131

COMBI UNITS

Anthracite oak panelling

132

Customised panelling

Pictured: 384 combi unit - Recessed installation.

Pictured: 384 combi unit - Recessed installation.
Version with plinth kit.

Panelling: create your own customised style.

The right solution for every installation.

Being able to choose the panel covering means the model will always blend in seamlessly with any bathroom décor.
As an alternative to the acrylic panels, you can choose from natural wood panels in three different standard finishes.

The entire range of combi units can easily be fitted with a plinth kit for installation above the floor,
thereby avoiding having to inset the drain system.

133

combi units
382 - 384 - 385
fabio lenci DESIGN

134

135

combi units
products / combi units

382-384-385

hydrosilence

cromoexperience

382 - 384 - 385
fabio lenci DESIGN

Shower or bathtub? Better have both, thanks to the surprising combi units in smaller sizes,
adaptable to any setting. Fitted with a sturdy handle with a mechanical latch to prevent the
door from being opened accidentally, the door leads to a comfortable shower area.
The removable seat transforms this convenient bathtub, available with whirlpool, depending
on your requirements: a genuine oasis of relaxation. The styling is truly appealing, with the
utmost attention to detail and the choice between several different wood finish panels or
fully covered to your liking. Now also available in the new centre-of-the-wall version.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

382

160x70-80

384

170x70-80

385

180x80-86

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN COVERABLE WOOD FINISH

Removable polyurethane seat

136

137

combi units
383
fabio lenci DESIGN

138

139

combi units
products / combi units

383

hydrosilence

cromoexperience

383
fabio lenci DESIGN

A comfortable bathtub that can also be fitted with Hydrosilence®, to enjoy
maximum relaxation any time you want. Built-in seat. Designed by Fabio
Lenci. Now also available with a plinth kit for installation above the floor:
no hole for the drain required.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

CODE

CM

383

173x117

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN COVERABLE WOOD FINISH

140
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products
furniture

YOUR CREATIVITY
FINDS ROOM.
Teuco's lacquered wood bathroom furniture
system is a solution featuring a fresh, young
and carefree spirit, which accommodates the
styling and functionality requirements of the
contemporary bathroom. Surprising trendy
colours, inspired by designer fashion, are used
in this new all-Italian collection which meets a
host of different furnishing requirements with
tailor-made styling and stylistic solutions. The
bathroom furniture perfectly matches all the
styles of Teuco collections.
142
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furniture
INSIDEOUT
carlo colombo DESIGN

The InsideOut collection immediately fits in with the taste of those who choose
it. This lacquered wood furniture system perfectly matches the top and frame in
Duralight®. The colours, which can be customised with a reference
RAL/PANTONE and the different sizes available are the ideal features of a solution
that accommodates all your furnishing requirements.
144

145

furniture
INSIDEOUT

MODULARITY

carlo colombo DESIGN

BASE UNITS

TALL UNITS

1 DRAWER

2 DRAWERS
912

1212

912

762

1212

FLOOR-STANDING

362

1542

518

1030

2138

362

774

518

262

762

WALL-MOUNTED

MIRRORS
1812

1512

1812

912

1212

1512

1812

depth: 48 cm / 54 cm

1030

518

518

362

1512

WITH SIDE PANEL AND LED LIGHT

4 OVERLAID DRAWERS

774

2 DRAWERS SIDE-BY-SIDE

plain mirror
912

1212

1512

1812

1030

774

762
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furniture
products / furniture

INSIDEOUT

INSIDEOUT
carlo colombo DESIGN

The Duralight® surfaces of the InsideOut cabinets merge sturdiness with lightness in just 6 mm of
thickness. The tall units in the collection feature an elegant Duralight® frame, while all the doors
are made of lacquered wood. Teuco offers 32 trendy colours, but the customisation possibilities
are endless: simply specify a reference RAL/PANTONE at the time of order for a bespoke InsideOut
unit in your chosen colour. InsideOut enhances both functionality and styling: all the furniture units
are fitted with a soft closing mechanism and a built-in high quality shock absorber. The tall unit
shelves are made of 10 mm thick clear glass.
The mirrors are available in two versions: plain or with a surrounding frame in Duralight® featuring
LED lighting. Available in several sizes to accommodate all your furnishing requirements.

PANEL CUSTOMISATION IN WOOD FINISH

*find out the whole range on page 172

A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR BATHROOM

148

149

furniture
SUIT
matteo nunziati DESIGN

150

151

furniture
products / furniture

SUIT

SUIT

matteo nunziati DESIGN

It is available in several colours, and it stands out for its beguiling appeal and
elegance in the wood finishes (Hickory walnut and the 3 shades of oak).
The 45° cut edges enhance the appeal of its design, making the Suit cabinet
a unique piece of furniture. Practical and sturdy, it comprises drawers fitted
with a soft-closing mechanism and built-in high-quality shock absorber.
The cabinet was designed to house the Suit wash basin, but it is also the
perfect partner for all the other Duralight® and ceramic wash basins in
Teuco's collection.

CHOOSE THE MOST SUITABLE DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR SETTING

60x50 CM

80x50 CM

100x50 CM

140x50 CM

120x50 CM

ALL THE PRODUCTS IN THE COLLECTION

WASH BASINS PAGE 158

152

SHOWER TRAYS PAGE 118

153

products
WASH BASINS
AND SANITARY
FIXTURES

ITEMS WHICH
COMPLEMENT YOUR
IDEAL BATHROOM
DESIGN.
The essential lines and geometries that
distinguish Teuco designs can also be found
in the harmonious shapes of the wash basins
and sanitary fixtures. Whether they are made
of Duralight® or ceramic, they match any
type of space and setting. Choose the wash
basins and sanitary fixtures that best suit
your needs.
154

155

wash basins
OUTLINE
carlo colombo DESIGN

products / wash basins

OUTLINE
The wash basins designed by Carlo Colombo feature pure and harmonious shapes,
which blend in perfectly with the collection, devised to renovate the look of any
bathroom. Available in both the flush-fit and the sit-on versions.
All the InsideOut furniture units can be customised
simply by specifying the desired Ral or Pantone.

156

157

products / wash basins

products / wash basins

SUIT

PAPER

The squared shapes of the exterior of the basin soften towards the
inside, which is embellished by a drain that runs along the entire base
of the basin. Made of Duralight®, the Suit wash basin is enhanced by
a Vanity Shelf which can be used as a practical extra surface to store
soap and toiletries.

158

Designed by Giovanna Talocci, Paper wash basins frame the
water with style, and they are available in both the sit-on and
wall-mounted versions.

159

products / wash basins

products / wash basins

WILMOTTE

NAUHA

Clean-cut lines and simple geometries define the look of this stylishly
modern collection designed by J.M. Wilmotte. The wash basins are
available in both the sit-on and wall-mounted versions (conforming to
UNI EN 14688).

160

Nauha wash basins are available in both the sit-on and wall-mounted versions,
with an unmistakable silhouette which perfectly matches the other items in the
collection by angeletti-ruzza design (conforming to UNI EN 14688).

161

sanitary fixtures
products / sanitary fixtures

OUTLINE

OUTLINE
carlo colombo DESIGN

The wall-mounted or back-to-wall sanitary fixtures, with their
light and dynamic equilibriums, feature all the charm of Outline's
design by Carlo Colombo. They are available in both the glossy
and matt versions for a matt finish that matches all the other
Duralight® fixtures in the collection.

162
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products / sanitary fixtures

products / sanitary fixtures

WILMOTTE

NAUHA

Featuring a design that will stand the test of time, remaining modern and
trendy, the sanitary fixtures are available in both the back-to-wall and wallmounted versions (conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).

164

The volumes of the sanitary fixtures, in the wall-mounted
version, recall the strong personality of the Nauha collection
(conforming to UNI EN 997 and EN 14528).
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products
TAPS

Pictured: SKIDOO TOTEM.

166

Pictured: LEAF TOTEM.

167

taps
SKIDOO
carlo colombo

DESIGN

WASH BASIN

products / taps

SKIDOO
You'll find all the metropolitan charm of the Big Apple in the new shapes of the
Skidoo tap collection, designed by Carlo Colombo. Its alluring, articulated and
comprehensive design perfectly matches all Teuco collections.
Pictured: single-lever built-in wall recessed bath tap set with hand shower.

single-lever mixer tap

3 hole tap set

BIDET

BATHTUB

single-lever mixer tap

rim-mounted 4 hole bath tap set with hand shower

NEW
Floor-standing taps for stand-alone bathtub.

168
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taps
LEAF
angeletti-ruzza

DESIGN

WASH BASIN

products / taps

LEAF
3 hole tap set

single-lever mixer tap for countertop
+ up&down drain system

BIDET

BATHTUB

single-lever mixer tap

built-in single-lever wall-mounted bath tap set
with hand shower

The Leaf taps are designed to blend in seamlessly with any
bathroom setting and perfectly match all Teuco collections.

170
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COLOURS AND MATERIALS
ACRYLIC

White (A)

European
White (Y)

Matt
White (G)

Pearl grey (U)
For Seaside T07 bathtub only

BACK-PAINTED SHOWER PANELS

DURALIGHT

White (A)

Matt white (A)

Powder blue

LACQUERED COLOURS FOR DURALIGHT BATHTUB PANELS AND FURNITURE UNITS - GLOSSY OR MATT FINISH

Pantone 7527 (B)
Ivory

Pantone 401 (D)
Dove-grey

Pantone 7530 (E)
Safari

Pantone 410 (F)
Mud

Pantone Cool
Gray 1 (H) Pearl

Pantone 5513 (I)
Aquamarine

Pantone 435
(K) Ash

Pantone Warm
Gray 6 (M) Nest

Pantone 468 (C)
Sand

Pantone 7497 (N)
Army green

Pantone 448 (G)
Musk

Pantone 7533
(Q) Soil

Pantone 642
(R) Ice

Pantone 535 (S)
Cloud grey

Pantone 652 (T)
Rain

Pantone 644
(P) Sky

Pantone 303 (U)
Midnight blue

Pantone 3025 (X)
Indigo

Pantone 3155 (W)
Lake

Pantone 5473 (Y)
Petroleum

Pantone 7539 (Z)
Rock

Pantone 7544 (1)
Silver

Pantone 7545 (2) Pantone 7540 (3)
London
Tarmac

Pantone 259 (V)
Plum

Pantone 222 (4)
Black cherry

Pantone 5115 (5)
Burgundy must

Pantone Black (6)
Black

Pantone 116 (L)
Sunshine

Pantone 200 (O)
Cherry

Pantone 364 (J)
Grass

NATURAL WOOD FINISH FOR BATHTUB PANELS

NATURAL WOOD FINISH FOR FURNITURE

Limed oak (J)

Limed oak (J)

Anthracite
oak (6)

Wengé (0)

Anthracite
oak (6)

Wengé (9)

Pantone White (A)
White

Hickory walnut (0)

Due to the limitations of printing techniques, colours may not appear in these photographs exactly as they do in reality. The
information and characteristics specified in this catalogue are not binding on Teuco Guzzini S.p.A., which reserves the right to
make any changes without prior notice or any obligation to update.
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The photographic reproduction
of the colour shades may not match
the actual hue perfectly.
The information and characteristics
specified in this catalogue
are not binding on Teuco Guzzini S.p.A.,
which reserves the right to make
any changes without prior notice
or any obligation to update.

concept and design
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